Abstract: This paper proposes a new method for face recognition using Two Dimensional Locality Preserving Projection (2DLPP) in Discrete Wavelet Domain (DWT). Firstly, the dimensionality of the original face image is reduced by using the discrete wavelets transform and low frequency channel (LL) is selected to be as the features of face image. And then 2DLPP is applied to decrease the dimension of LL. Finally, the nearest neighbour classifier is used for face classification. The experiment results on ORL face database demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
Face recognition is one of the most active research areas in computer vision and pattern recognition with practical applications that include forensic identification, access control and human computer interface and so on. Many face recognition methods have been developed, such as Principle Component Analysis (PCA), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), etc. But a limitation of PCA and LDA is that they assume samples are subjected to multivariate normal distribution. Some researchers have shown that the face images are likely to be located in a low dimensional nonlinear manifold, may not obey the normal distribution, in this case, the PCA and LDA methods may fail. Locality Preserving Projection (LPP) is proposed for face recognition termed as Laplacian Faces recently and can be viewed as a linear version of Laplacian Eigenmap. Compared with PCA and LDA, LPP can preserve the local structure of the face images, whose performance is equivalent to LDA and far better than PCA [1] [2] .
However, an intrinsic limitation of classical LPP is that it involves the eigen decomposition, which is time-consuming especially for the high-dimensional face image data. In essence, an image matrix must be transformed into a vector, which may destroy the structural information residing in original two dimensional images. In order to overcome this limitation, 2DLPP is put forward. Its principal idea is to compute the covariance matrix based on two dimensional original [3] training image matrices, and to obtain its optimal projection matrix iteratively [4, 5] .
The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is a linear, invertible and fast orthogonal operation. As a feature extraction method, DWT has been used in various studies on face recognition, which can gain better recognition performance with less computational time. Also 2DPCA is used in DWT domain for face recognition. The motivation of this paper is to use 2DLPP in DWT domain with an aim to produce better face recognition performance with lower computational cost [6] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2 and section 3, we first give a review of 2DDWT and 2DLPP. Section 4 introduces the proposed method using 2DLPP in DWT domain. In Section 5, some experiments on standard face databases are given to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
2D-DWT
Wavelet transform is a kind of popular digital image processing tools. Wavelet transform of one-dimensional discrete signal is the convolution between a one-dimensional signal and a group of high and low filter pass. Wavelet transform for each level of the input is the output of the upper level low pass filter. DWT can be mathematically given as follows:
The coefficient dp/q gives the frequency component details to the wavelet function and ap,q gives approximation components of the image. The functions h(n) and g(n)gives the coefficients of high pass and low pass filters respectively. The parameters p and q refers to wavelet scale and translation factors.
The two-dimensional discrete wavelet transform (2D-DWT) is the extension of one dimensional discrete wavelet transform. When 2D-DWT is applied on an image, the image is divided into four sub-band images: LL (low frequency part of both horizontal and vertical direction), LH (low frequency part of horizontal direction, high frequency part of vertical direction), HL (high frequency part of horizontal direction, low frequency part of vertical direction) and HH (high frequency part of both horizontal and vertical direction). LL represents the main body of the image, whereas others represent the details of the image. Because the size of each subband image is half of original image, 2D-DWT can decrease the dimension of the image. Therefore, the dimension of the image can be furthermore reduced by applying 2D-DWT on LL part. Fig. (1) . shows the main process of two level 2D-DWT. Fig. ( 2) shows the result of one level 2D-DWT for an image selected from ORL face database [7] [8] [9] . 2), it can be seen that the LL sub band corresponds to low frequency components of an image and others are high frequency components of and image [10] [11] .
2DLPP
LPP is an effective dimensional reduction method for face recognition. Contrary to conventional LPP, 2DLPP is based on 2D matrices rather than 1D vector. In order to describe how to use 2DLPP in frequency domain, now we first present 2DLPP briefly in spatial domain. 
Where W is a symmetry similarity measure matrix. A possible way of defining such W is: (1) Fix U , then V can be obtained by solving the following generalized eigenvector problem:
where
(2) Once V is obtained, U can be updated by solving the following generalized eigenvector problem:
Thus, the optimal U and V can be obtained by iteratively computing the generalized eigenvectors in Equation (4) and (5). In our experiments, U is initially set to the identity matrix [11] .
Proposed 2D-DWT and 2DLPP Approach
In this section, we propose a new method based on 2D-DWT and 2DLPP for face recognition. The block diagram of our method is shown in Fig. (3) . The method involves two phases: training phrase and recognition phrase.
In training phrase, for each training face image, the DWT is applied to obtain its corresponding LL part (low frequency sub band) firstly. DWT can be furthermore applied on LL to reduce the size of the original image. The levels of DWT are determined by the fact that the ultimate LL can sufficiently represent the original image. Then 2DLPP are applied to ultimate LL to obtain optimal projection matrixes U, V and recognition features of each training face image.
In recognition phrase, for each testing face image, the DWT is applied to obtain its corresponding LL part. The level of DWT is the same as one in training phrase. Then we can obtain recognition features by optimal projection matrixes U and V. Finally, the nearest neighbor classifier is used to classify each testing face image.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we compare the performance of different four methods(2DLPP without using DWT, 1 level DWT/2DLPP, 2 level DWT/2DLPP and 3 level DWT/2DLPP) on ORL face database. In the experiments, we split the whole database into two parts evenly. One part is used for training and the other part is for testing. In order to make full use of the available data, we randomly select 3 images from each class to construct the training data set, the remaining images being used as the test images. In general, the recognition rates vary with the dimension of the face subspace. Table 1 shows the experimental results with first level DWT/2DLPP. Fig. 5(a) and (b) plot the corresponding eigvalue of the optimal U and V sorted by ascend. Fig. 5(c) plots the recognition rate when using different feature number of low-dimensional features.
When using 1 level DWT, the size of the original image with 112*92 is reduced to 56*46. Table 2 shows the experimental results with first level DWT/2DLPP. Fig. 6(a) and (b) plot the corresponding eigvalue of the optimal U and V sorted by ascend. Fig. 6(c) plots the recognition rate when using different feature number of low-dimensional features.
When using 2 level DWT, the size of the original image with 112*92 is reduced to 28*23. Table 3 shows the experimental results with second level DWT/2DLPP. Fig.  7(a) and (b) plot the corresponding eigvalue of the optimal U and V sorted by ascend. Fig. 7(c) plots the recognition rate when using different feature number of low-dimensional features.
When using 3 level DWT, the size of the original image with 112*92 is reduced to 14*12. Table 4 shows the experimental results with first level DWT/2DLPP. Fig. 8(a) and (b) plot the corresponding eigvalue of the optimal U and V sorted by ascend. Fig. 8(c) plots the recognition rate when using different feature number of low-dimensional features.
From Figs. 5-8 , we can see that the maximum of 2DLPP without DWT is 90%. However, the maximum of 2DLPP with 1 level DWT, 2 level DWT and 3 level DWT are increased to 90%, 95.36%, 96.43%, 91.07% respectively. In addition, from Table 1 -4 , we can also see that the test time of 2DLPP with DWT is reduced when using the same dimension for recognition. So, we can conclude that 2DLPP with DWT can obtain better results with lesser time than 2DLPP without DWT. Fig. (4) . Face images of one person in ORL.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new method for face recognition using Two Dimensional Locality Preserving Projection (2DLPP) in Discrete Wavelet Domain. In fact, when applying DWT, main body information is stored in low frequency channel (LL) and some redundant information hidden in the original image can be reduced. So, the computational complexity is significantly reduced. The experimental results on ORL face database show that the recognition rate using 2DLPP in DWT domain is always better than its counterpart in spatial domain. At the same time, the test time is also reduced significantly. 
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